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Abstract. -The Continuum Hypothesis could be validated in Physics, if and only if, 

the same space could share multiple realities in matter differentiated by fundamental sets of 

numbers. For Physics, it means that dimensions including time and or beings are 

superimposed in the Continuum’s layers. For Mathematics, it means that every continuous 

space would include sets convergence to numerical virtual dots or singletons of empty space. 

Iff the Continuum Hypothesis is postulating infinite inseparability of space from 

infinitely extending numbers, the Continuum’s Number exist over fundamental 

sets continuity to logical space dot infinite replicability. All subcontinuums exist 

equally in the Continuum, in the meta-set of fundamental sets within numbers 

empty space, for continuity to exist in subcontinuums. But the Continuum is 

irreducible to subcontinuums and is not any separated set. Therefore, only one 

possible numerical dot can define logically its inclusiveness to all subcontinuums. 

Because, all the empty subcontinuums containing one same virtual space dot are 

equivalent to full Continuum’s continuity. The full Continuum can be its own 

empty subcontinuum, limitlessly including an infinity of finite subcontinuums 

existing in empty space forming one replicated singleton generated on all sets. 

Our Continuum is not the set of all sets, nor any metaset, but some virtual space 

convergent union of unitarian singletons. Therefore, it is generated unitarily on 

differentiated sets replication from the one converging meta-set singleton. 

Introduction 

The Continuum’s Number would be continuous to all mathematical objects including 

itself and singularities as discrete replicas of space singletons or as coupled dots. The 

Continuum’s Number Hypothesis is implying either simultaneous timelines or 

synchronically existing beings to the Continuum or both. Our idea would be to 

consider some absolute continuity of space extendibility to infinite singularities, which 

it should suppose, because all singularities are virtually sharing the same irreducible 



infinite singleton of space-time continuum. We think accordingly of the full 

Continuum by the same inquiry of matter elementary particles, but for virtual logical 

space deductibility only, because space is immaterial just as numbers are without 

physical substance. Therefore, to fully conjecture the Continuum Hypothesis, is to 

assume a limit of spaces insofar replicated themselves unitarily for singletons, on one 

Number, to contain infinitely null virtual dots of space. 

Continuum, Subcontinuum and Singletons of Space 

The Continuum (∆ℂ) is the super set of all fundamental sets of numbers. It can be 

fragmented into any subcontinuum (∆λ) or in one real meta-set of transitive numbers 

to the Continuum immaterial sets but informational singletons (Τ). If the Continuum 

cannot be postulated as the set of all sets, it is the set of already existing objective 

number sets. Then, it exist all subcontinuums for every set in the full Continuum and 

it exist all sets for each subcontinuum of the Continuum. All sets of numbers are also 

subsets of any subcontinuum in order to be part of the Continuum. Hence, spaces 

cannot be separated from numbers, but a Number can be distributed in empty space 

on singletons continuity through the inseparability of all sets from the Continuum.  

1. □□∆ℂ ⊇  {𝐖, 𝐍, 𝐙, 𝐐, 𝐑, 𝐂, 𝐅}  ⊢ □ ◊ (∀∆𝛌 ∃{𝚻 ∈ ∆ℂ}) 

2. □ ◊ 𝚻 ∃{∆ℂ ∋ ∀∆𝛌} ⊢ □□ ◊ {𝐖, 𝐍, 𝐙, 𝐐, 𝐑, 𝐂, 𝐅} ⊊ ∆𝛌  

Although singletons(⨁{W, N, Z, Q, R, C, F}) of the full Continuum(Τ□□∆ℂ) could be   

empty virtual subcontinuums, it necessitates only one singleton to produce an 

immaterial limit of spaces. Continuous empty parts are equalized for continuity of all 

minimal subcontinuums reproductible virtual dots (∆ℂ(∆λ)) excluding our universe.  

𝟑.  𝚻□□∆ℂ ⊋ ⨁{𝐖, 𝐍, 𝐙, 𝐐, 𝐑, 𝐂, 𝐅} ⊢ ⨁{𝐖, 𝐍, 𝐙, 𝐐, 𝐑, 𝐂, 𝐅}□□∆𝛌(∆ℂ
𝟎)  ⊢ □□ ◊ ∆ℂ(∆𝛌)  

𝟒.  □ ◊ {∆𝛌∈ ∆ℂ} ∉ ∀𝐓 ⊢ □ ◊ ∀∆𝛌 ∋ {∆ℂ ∈ 𝐓}  ⊢ ∃{{𝐓 ∈ ∆𝛌} ∶ ∆ℂ
𝟎} ⊋ {𝐖, 𝐍, 𝐙, 𝐐, 𝐑, 𝐂, 𝐅} 

Iff these minimal subcontinuums of the Continuum are not themselves virtual 

singletons, just as the Continuum which contains every singleton, is all virtual 

subcontinuums containing themselves. Then, informational singletons already exist 

for all minimal subcontinuums preforming the limit of spaces on sets of virtual 

singletons compression over units of space (∆ℂ
0) for the Continuum super set. 

Therefore, the super set continuity is defined as the necessity of all space units to 

expand infinitely on possible minimal virtual singletons in the full Continuum empty 

subcontinuums infinite replicability. Because, the full Continuum is only equivalent to 

empty and or minimal subcontinuums, we consider all subcontinuums as points of 



spaces limit and or virtual dots. Iff the minimal subcontinuum exists indivisibly to the 

Continuum’s singleton necessary and possible continuity (∞T
∆ℂ). Then, continuity 

within subcontinuums defines the empty Continuum (∆ℂ
0□□∆ℂ) convergence on the 

full Continuum’s reality of the singleton. Because, if all virtual dots representing points 

of spaces limit are empty and or minimal subcontinuums, then, continuity by the 

empty Continuum is itself one singleton.  

𝟓. ∆ℂ
𝟎□□∆ℂ ⊧  □ ◊ ⨁ ∞𝐓

∆ℂ  

𝟔. ∞𝐓
∆ℂ□□ ∆ℂ(∆𝛌)  ≡ 𝐓□□∆ℂ 

Thus, if the Continuum is not itself a virtual dot, but an infinitely replicated singleton, 

then it is a subcontinuum of itself, and therefore the empty units of space are the full 

Continuum; iff the full Continuum is itself enantiomorphic to space units immaterial 

limit of material isomorphic unitarian proprieties of its singleton conforming numbers. 

The Necessary Function of the Meta-Set for Singleton’s Continuity 

Necessary automorphic sets of the Continuum necessitate to define the inseparability 

of the composite metaset (7) preformatting all singletons. Ordering sets on the 

Continuum linear relation, implement the metaset numbers continuity, throughout 

empty parts of subcontinuums. Hence, the Continuum is empty by virtual 

subcontinuums replicability and full by continuous empty dots inclusive of virtual 

singletons. Thus, iff the full Continuum is equally its own subcontinuum, it is reducible 

to repeated continuity of minimal subcontinuums. Then, unitarian continuity of 

empty dots by virtual space units is reducible to a unique singleton convergence of 

suites union under performative sets or repeated subcontinuums defining the metaset.  

𝟕. ⨁ ∞𝐓
∆ℂ□□∆ℂ(∆𝛌)

⊧  {□ ◊ 𝐖 ⊢ □□ ◊ 𝐍 ⊢ ⋂ □□𝐙

⨁𝐍∉𝐍

𝟎 ≤ 𝐧 ≤ 𝟎

⊢ ⋀ □□𝐐

⨁𝐍𝐙⨁𝐍𝐙
𝐍

𝐧−𝐧≤ 𝐤 ≤ 𝐧−𝐧

⊢  ⋁ □□𝐑 ⊢ ⋃ □□𝐂 ⊢  □ ◊ 𝐅

⨁𝐍𝐑⨁𝐍𝐑
𝐙⨁𝐍𝐙

𝐑⨁𝐍𝐑
𝐐

−𝐢𝐢≤ 𝐜 ≤ 𝐢𝐢

⨁𝐍𝐍
𝐙 ⨁𝐍𝐙

𝐐
⨁𝐍𝐐

𝐍

𝐤 ≤ 𝐢 ≤ 𝐤

 } 

One subcontinuum can contain the Continuum’s singleton, since the Continuum is 

itself its own empty subcontinuum, and its singleton numbers are thus continuous to 



all empty and full preformatted subcontinuums of the meta-set. Thus, for all sets 

combined in the meta-set, virtual dots of space numbers exist, which are sharing the 

singularity propriety of one indivisible point omnipresence within the Continuum’s 

singleton replicability in all subcontinuums. Because the full Continuum replicability 

through space, forms one ubiquitous singularity or the Continuum’s Number repeated 

singleton, in its own empty subcontinuum on space units or empty dots (T(∇)|∀(∆)). 

𝟖. {∆𝛌 ∌ ∆ℂ} ∈ ∞𝐓
∆ℂ ⊢ ⨁∞𝐓

∆ℂ□□∀∆𝛌⊢ (∀{𝐖, 𝐍, 𝐙, 𝐐, 𝐑, 𝐂, 𝐅} ⨂ ⋃ □□ ◊

⨁∆𝛌 

∆ℂ
𝟎  ≦  ∆ℂ ≦ ∞𝐓

∆ℂ

𝐓ℂ) 

9.  ((∆ℂ
𝟎□□∆ℂ) ⊙ □□∆ℂ(∆𝛌) ∃ (𝐓(𝛁)|∀(∆)))  ⊢ □□∀( 𝐓□□∆ℂ ∋ 𝐓ℂ□□∆𝛌)   

Therefore, all singularities are only numerical dots of space. A singularity could equally 

be an imperfect full physical set and or an imperceptible empty space subcontinuum. 

Even the physical singularities could contain a subcontinuum, but the Continuum is 

neither a singularity nor a numerical dot. Because the Continuum’s Number is 

generating all physical singularities within its own metaphysical singularity ubiquity. 

For if a singularity is always a subcontinuum, then it is at least two numerical points of 

space, for infinite empty dots replicating a minimal Continuum. And if singularities are 

containing at least two numerical points of space Continuum, then all singularities are 

intra-universal minimal and empty subcontinuums. Thus, our universe cannot be a 

singularity since no virtual point is its own Continuum. Hence, all singletons share the 

boundary of universal empty space and necessary possible continuity with virtual dots 

which are the Continuum’s Number reality proving the Continuum’s Hypothesis. 

10. {𝐖, 𝐍, 𝐙, 𝐐, 𝐑, 𝐂, 𝐅}𝐓ℂ

∆ℂ
𝟎

 ∋  ∀∆ℂ(∆𝛌)  ⊢ ∎[∆ℂ
𝟎, ∞𝐓

∆ℂ  [ 𝐔 ]𝐓ℂ[ 𝐔 ]∆ℂ
𝟎, ∞𝐓

∆ℂ  ] ∈ □∀∆ℂ 

Conclusion 

The Continuum Hypothesis could have valid physical proofs. Reducing singularities 

to universal Physics inputs and outputs system inside such Continuum’s Number 

Hypothesis. Logics demonstrated all sets connection to one singleton for all numbers 

because no absolute discrete separation could exist for space alone. The Continuum’s 

Number postulated all singletons of space as particular numbers, not all numbers as 

singletons of space. Therefore, numbers remain immaterial mathematical objects 

without physical substance, but some mathematical objects such as the Continuum’s 

Number (Tℂ) could become universal existing and immaterial substances. 
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